The Vril / Witchpower / Chi

HP Hooded Cobra 666
February 13, 2014

An SS member wrote:

“The past few days I've been following Hooded Cobra's meditation program. Now, I've come to the part where I am doing the complete yogic breath, but may I have done it wrong somehow!? This is what's happening:

When I am doing the complete yogic breath, the part where I am breathing out, I gain a sudden full focus and a deep concentration. Where it feels like I am getting an extreme intense heat sensation on my head area, including in my brain, my ears and all of the chakras around the head. It felt like heat waves which were floating around my head. For those who have tried Marijuana or other types of weed, I would describe the stimulation you get there (the sensation right before you get to the high-point), only more controllable and more intense. It felt like my brain was going to literally melt or faint out and that something was wrong, I also got a voice in my head that told me "You are doing it wrong" and on a other side, it felt really good, and that I did it right, cause it was kind of like I got in a deep trance, and that I felt the Vril/witchpower or the Chi!? I am a little bit confused, so I need your help guys! What is your experience? Is this heat sensation a good thing??

HAIL FATHER SATAN!!!
HAIL BUER!!!
HAIL AMON!!!
HAIL ALL THE TRUE GODS OF HELL/DUAT!!”

Reply by High Priest Hooded Cobra 666:

That's quite obviously very positive and nothing you should be worried on about. It seems your 6th chakra is developed. Stick to meditating. Also, this may be off topic but do not make any drug your hobby. As you can obviously see you do not need anything to attain all these things that drugs only make you feel but prohibit you from attaining. Attaining bliss and everything associated is done by meditation, keeping the soul clean and good diet.

Attaining means you can will these things to happen and without emptying your pockets from money, destroying your health, fucking up your biochemistry and
being used by the jews and mafias who sell these things to individuals who have personality issues and will not stick to actually advance and evolve. Destroying them in every sense. You are doing fine right here. Keep going!

HAIL SATAN!!!

Reply of the member:

“Thank you so much for your answer HP Hooded Cobra! This is a very big relief to hear! I see I forgot to mention that I do not use any drugs at all! I’ve only tried weed once, and was a completely stupid idea, I advise everyone who read this not to try it. And keep away from it, as drugs do very bad things to aura, chakras etc.

Here is the link to the program:

https://satanslibrary.org/
hp_hooded_cobra_40_day_meditation_program.pdf

HAIL FATHER SATAN!!!
HAIL BUER!!!
HAIL AMON!!!
HAIL ALL THE TRUE GODS OF HELL/DUAT!!!"
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